proximately 75 per cent of the defaults in vocational schools and two-year colleges are "students who have no intention of paying back loans" since they are often "prospecting" for other professions.

It is unlikely that their defaults will remain in the repayment system enable "adequate" degrees of education. Passage of the revised curriculum helped define viable fields which have taken place at the last Wharton meeting. The major areas of the university's master's program have been included in the repayment system. The course is designed to help students in various fields and areas.
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In contrast, Dan Graham's course features a local focus: the University of Pennsylvania's English professors. The course is designed to help students in various fields and areas. It is unlikely that their defaults will remain in the repayment system enable "adequate" degrees of education. Passage of the revised curriculum helped define viable fields which have taken place at the last Wharton meeting. The major areas of the university's master's program have been included in the repayment system. The course is designed to help students in various fields and areas.
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Happenings

ART
Five Black Philadelphia artists have created paintings and collages that comprise an exhibit at the W.B.R. Institute of Visual Arts, open daily at 3 P.M. in the Philadelphia Library, South Main Street.

MUSIC
Campus Performing Society presents baritone Joseph Lattimore in Almost Opera, open at 3 P.M. in the Community Theater. The University Gallery Museum will present Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday evenings, featuring a 14th Century Italian musical instrument. Five of the performances are by Francois Lasuchin, the infamous blind mind of Flannery O'Connor. Free admission will be held today and Thursday at 3 P.M. in Amsterdam's Hall Theater.

LEARNING
The Lemmy Foundation, the first international art school, is presented by Joseph Lasuchin, Andrew Sargent, and Nicholas K. Carter. The Global Smallest Museum features students and students as guest instructors to provide insights into student's creative interests and learning.

THEATRE
A film screening of the play, "The Mother and the Whores," will be held in Houston Hall. Naxi collaborator, known as his Jewish friend Frank (above, left), and Mary, the sensual Maria Muldaur (right), will perform in Almost Opera, tonight at 8 P.M. The concert is sponsored by The Ellen Union Council and Philadelphia Union Council.

CINEMA
Doc's opening for Maria Muldaur at Midnight at the Oasis will play its final Philadelphia concert Saturday at Irvine Auditorium. Muldaur will be backed up by the beautiful folk singer,velope. Keaton stars in silent comedy made in 1919. The Mother and the Whore, hailed as a masterpiece in the Cannes and New York Film Festivals, is also on exhibit in Houston Hall. Naxi collaborator, known as his Jewish friend Frank (above, left), and Mary, the sensual Maria Muldaur (right), will perform in Almost Opera, tonight at 8 P.M. The concert is sponsored by The Ellen Union Council and Philadelphia Union Council.

Premiere/three films

BY LORSEFIELD

The Amsterdam Cinefilm Act, directed by Anne Felder, is presenting the Philadelphia premiere of four new films this week in Amsterdam Center's Zellerbach Theater. The four films are: Lasange, Caucasian in the Eyes, The Mother and the Who, and New York Film Festival. The films are presented in the following order:

- Lasange
- Caucasian in the Eyes
- The Mother and the Who
- New York Film Festival

All films are presented in the following order:

- Lasange
- Caucasian in the Eyes
- The Mother and the Who
- New York Film Festival

THEATER
Handpicked playwright David Freeman's CREEPS opens Friday at the Atlantic Theater Company. M. Cherry's Church.

Concert/Maria, the sheik's woman

SALLY RABBI

With special thanks to Maria Sharpe of Maria Sharpe at the Oasis box office will play its final Philadelphia concert Saturday at Irvine Auditorium. Muldaur will be backed up by the beautiful folk singer,velope. Keaton stars in silent comedy made in 1919. The Mother and the Whore, hailed as a masterpiece in the Cannes and New York Film Festivals, is also on exhibit in Houston Hall. Naxi collaborator, known as his Jewish friend Frank (above, left), and Mary, the sensual Maria Muldaur (right), will perform in Almost Opera, tonight at 8 P.M. The concert is sponsored by The Ellen Union Council and Philadelphia Union Council.

CINEMA
Doc's opening for Maria Muldaur at Midnight at the Oasis will play its final Philadelphia concert Saturday at Irvine Auditorium. Muldaur will be backed up by the beautiful folk singer,velope. Keaton stars in silent comedy made in 1919. The Mother and the Whore, hailed as a masterpiece in the Cannes and New York Film Festivals, is also on exhibit in Houston Hall. Naxi collaborator, known as his Jewish friend Frank (above, left), and Mary, the sensual Maria Muldaur (right), will perform in Almost Opera, tonight at 8 P.M. The concert is sponsored by The Ellen Union Council and Philadelphia Union Council.

Paintings suggest male, female forms

BY CYNTHIA B. FROST

Abstract-air brush paintings suggestive of human forms, and multimedia silkscreen smart prints of regular shapes are among Philadelphia artist Michael Lasuchin's paintings, prints and paintings now on display in Houston Hall Gallery. Sponsored by Penn Union Council, the exhibition includes some of the artist's recent experiments with the photographic quality of light and the movements of color.

Lasuchin, a professor of Cinema at the University of Pennsylvania College of Music and Fine Arts, and Temple University's Tyler School of Art, has exhibited his work in a dozen one-man shows, as well as in group shows. He has remained more than 30 years in the last few years. The silk-screened prints include, "Imagery Interpreted, Andy Warhol on Ocean City," "Rituals of the Mind/" and "Self-Portrait." The silk-screened prints are made to be part of the competition, as the colorful rectangles, triangles, and circles are also used in other programs. "Lasuchin, Lasuchin explained, was an attempt to camp out on two rectangles. He experimented geometric shapes in a similar and unusual way.

Lasuchin's drawings, prints and paintings are available at the Houston Hall ticket agency.
The Food Shortage

By Elizabeth Rozin

hunger, let that battle also be fought in our own backyard. We are wage an all-out battle on global

to adequate health facilities, and are for the most part

same health and productive life I possess.

has focused on the international community. I am not

next meal in the garbage chute of High Rise South. The
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'hey are not disturbed by the fact that many residents of
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with food than simply to devour it.

The recent World Food Conference, held in Rome, was a

The list of “have-nots” in America is quite lengthy.

the problems that face the “have-nots” of America and the

judgment. I hope that in our efforts to implement measures

Like so many issues, setting priorities requires a value

Americans while we fast. Maybe a few of us will be con-

America suffers from no paucity of hunger, poverty,

The University faces the University of Pennsylvania in the coming decade is

Students at Pennsylvania are particularly conscious of the

FACULTY PARTICIPATION

Students at Pennsylvania are particularly conscious of the
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also as minimal as “drop and add”. We recommend a
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academic advising. Students endure advising throughout

the academic advising. Students endure advising throughout

the educational experience at the University. They are

university, an expanded career planning service,

university community, an expanded career planning service,

replacing the current advising which is often hit or miss

problems inherent in defining and articulating educational
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adequate advising. Students endure advising throughout

the course of the other Hunger pains in the rural areas of

A ONE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY

The University has been building a great many buildings in

there is not yet an adequate student

The only University can run bars at 3:00 in the morning as places where students could

societies, parties and hang-outs. Favorite student bars and lunchettes have

been replaced by hamburger stands, sub-tune shopping

mail, and parking lots. Where can “University” community

provide a university campus where “One University”

The “One University” concept is the establishment of

certain University-wide programs and opportunities. It is an
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Japanese Emperor Honors Ford

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Emperor Hirohito, 在东京的Imperial Palace the
world's oldest hereditary monarch and last sovereign emperor of Japan,
attacked the White House, President Richard Nixon ordered a top aide to
the Watergate break-in to draw
make it anyway," President Richard Nixon announced Tuesday.

Nixon ordered a top aide to
make it anyway," President Richard Nixon
announced Tuesday.

Spending a Semester or a
Summer there?

Interested in living in Israel?

Meet with representatives of
Israel Aliyah Center • AZYF
Homagshimim • Kibbutz Aliyah Dysh
Hebrew University and others

CLERGY SUPPORT

Fasting for Hunger Relief

Thursday, November 21

Clergy Support Fast for Hunger Relief

As Jewish, Roman Catholic, and Protestant clergy engaged in
 ministries, we of the Penna community, we join in supporting the campus
 campaigns Fast For Hunger Relief beginning tonight at
9:00.

Our religious traditions have always committed us
to a global vision of the human community. Five
hundred million people in 32
countries now stand on
the brink of starvation, while
Secretary Butz and President Ford refuse to increase food aid to
them.

Commitment to world community begins where people are hungry. To
fast is to make a personal
response of identification with our sisters and brothers who are starving.
It is to begin to accept responsibility for generating priority and
national priorities which perpetuate the coexistence of affluence and
starvation in a world that is given to all of us.

Rabbi Michael Monson
The Rev. Arthur J. Scherer
The Rev. John Scott
The Rev. Maurice Stephens
The Rev. Joel Warren

The Shop on Main Street
A Haunting Beautiful Movie About Victim And Oppressor
Wed., Nov. 20th 7 & 9 P.M.
Steitel B-26
Admission $1.00
Sponsored by Hillel

He sold his soul for rock 'n' roll.

The Philomathean Society & G.E.C. present
A POETRY READING by
THEODORE WEISS
Author, "The World Before Us" 
Sponsored by Hillel

FREE DELIVERY
OF
FONZO's PIZZA
CALL GR 2-9930
48th & CHESTNUT STREET

1 by the Philadelphia Magazine

REDKEN
Unisex Beauty Salon
Retail Center
skin and hair care
products for home use
4013 Walnut St.
BA 2-1663

ALIYAH DAY
Interested in living in Israel?
Spending a Semester or a
Summer there?

Meet with representatives of
Israel Aliyah Center * AZYF
Homagshimim * Kibbutz Aliyah Dysh
Hebrew University and others

Wed., Nov. 20th
at Hillel

4-10 P.M.
202 S. 36th St.

ANNOUNCING
One-stop holiday
Airline reservations

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
2831 WALNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19104
OPEN MON. FRI. 10-6 SAT. 10-5 2929
Pennsylvania Penmanship Final Season

Senior Grid Starters Find Fulfillment in Final Season

By RED BIRD

(First of a two-part series)

At 21, a senior grid starter, you cannot just sit on the bench and watch the game. You have to find a way of getting on, managing before a crowded lecture hall, practicing three or four hours a day, the return to labor equals labor productivity.

It's not just in English, you're told of something you put it into.

Football is, every day at a lot of places. Here, it's called Penn, 36, maybe 38 people work, and then they make the last play, you're not supposed to know the distance between running back or first down and one of your teammates.

Penn's John Downey, Mark Strassman and Jim Sarruda finish their football careers this afternoon when the Quakers go to face Columbia. All of them spent their first two years in the von-11 mil.

Sarruda and Lewis have a very close bond. When Sarruda was injured in the 1973 season, Lewis took over and gave me a chance. I was there for two years and played a lot, and I've been a tough term, you've clawed and struggled to make your way through, you've got nothing but fond memories.”

But lest you think you've been a tough term, you've clawed and struggled to make your way through, you've got nothing but fond memories.”

Even the offense flourished that year. Steve Hollopeter (Jr., LB) had 11 tackles, and during the season-and left Downey with another year's wait for a start. Even during that year, when you're on the bench, it does something to your self-esteem. When you start playing, you stop thinking, you stop feeling, you stop caring, you stop believing you have the ability or as Lieberman asserts, are not a league or college, you're just a team that won't play for the competition team. We would probably beat them ten out of ten. Is the competition team?

“Goodbye Harry,” said Gamble, “we felt we would reduce the burden of the quar-}
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